
Dec. 7th Parent Strengths Jan. 23rd Strengths Jan. 25th Parent Strengths

Procedure to disagree

Extra-curriculars
Additional gifted training for teachers @ 

schools with low gifted populations
Homogenous grouping

Change of placement criteria

Increased focus on growth 

mindset/social emotional

LIFT to provide rigor to talent pool 

students

Broaden access to advance learning 

opportunities for under represented 

AIG populations culturally / language

Pathways to demonstrate 

mastery

Training opportunities for AIG and regular 

education teachers

Rescreening Opportunities

IB & AP classes available to all kids 

who have an aptitude despite test 

scores ex: Paisley MS

Communication between 

teachers & schools - yes!

Extracurricular programs & events 

(district level)

Meetings between AIG coordinators 

with teachers, parents and school 

administrators to discuss information 

and the program plan

Collaboration amount other 

departments

The homogenous groupings allow for a 

focus on augmented learning specifically 

for gifted kids

K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Parent portal in Spanish - resources 

about AIG

Collaboration amount other 

departments

Developing collaborate relationships with 

other departments
Social - Emotional

Spanish Remainders

Addresses social & emotional - 

Procedures for intentional & 

flexible groupings, encourages 

extra curricular

Appreciate attention to SEL needs of 

students

AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Each school has an AIG PPT

Talent pool students are included 

in AIG program

AIG PPT & Counseling dept. work 

together to address AIG student needs
Communication

K-2 collab. With regular and AIG 

teacher

Regular AIG coordinator 

meetings

LIFT program for K-2 and underserved 

populations Variety of testing instruments; testing practices

Advanced course work opportunity 

for non AIG students
K-2 consultative

Services for all children K-12 who exhibit 

high ability Acceleration Opportunties

AIG office introducing a LIFT program 

to build capacity in K-2 + more 

equitable to kids who don't test well 

at the cusp.

AIG has homogeneous grouping 

for math & reading
AIG services at all schools

Community Partnerships

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Extracurricular Acitivities

Under-represnted population opportunities



Multiple participation opportunities. 

Half day, full day, etc.

K-2 services provided on 

consultative basis through 

collaboration with regular ed & 

AIG teacher

AIG program for all schools

District AIG program manager & AIG 

data manger meet with AIG 

coordinators for an opening training 

refresher & subsequent meeting - 

training for AIG coordinators is 

important

Idea of K-2 program is great Nurturing program for developing talent

Offers an accelerated program Accelerated curriculum

Variety of services offered to a large 

amount of students
Continued AIG curriculum K - 12

LIFT nurturing program to enrich 

students with potential

Social and emotional needs are 

addressed in Section F = effective 

communication in Section E

Access to credit by demonstrated 

mastery
Centralized HAG program

Offering pull-out services to 

strengthen certain subjects
Primary LIFT nurturing K-2

Half, full and pull out models with 

choice schools parents and students - 

can opt per program

LIFT - love the idea there is still effort to 

help students to excel

self contained, all day HAG program 

with acceleration, all core subjects

Goal to provide AIG services at all 

schools

Intention to broaden advanced 

learning opportunities for under 

represented population

AIG PPT consider social/emotional 

needs

Humogen ears option for HAG

Homogeneous grouping

Plan calls for being offered by 

teachers with AIG licensure

Opportunities for accelerated 

instruction at multiple school levels

Funding & Budget

Collaboration



Middle school - daily instruction with 

teams - Reg. Ed. Teachers have 

opportunity to receive training

Flexibility - decisions can be made at 

individual school level

Accelerated curriculum

AIG services offered at all schools

Involvement of All teachers & staff on 

needs of AIG

Variety of acceleration opportunities

Centralized, self-contained HAG 

programming taught by AIG certified 

teachers

Specific focus on social-emotional 

needs of AIG students

Hag programs

Equity of AIG services at each school

Introducing a LIFT program to build 

capacity in K-2 students

Regular classroom teacher in schools 

with low populations of gifted 

students will have the opportunity to 

received specialized instructional 

training and support through AIG 

collaboration with other departments

AIG at all schools

AIG licensure 3 - 8

LIFT program - helpful for some of 

dyslexic population

Social emotional addressed



Classroom teacher and AIG teacher 

help students to demonstrate their 

abilities well above their grade level 

peer to engage in challenging, 

enriching experiences that promote 

their critical and creative thinking as 

well as their academic potential



Dec. 7th Parent Weaknesses Jan. 23 Teacher Weaknesses Jan. 25th Parent Weaknesses

Communication between teachers and 

schools, but this does not include parents

All schools don't have 

transportation/funding/resources for after 

school clubs

Is the LIFT program data/research based?

Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Need more specific definition of Credit by 

Demonstrated mastery (CDM) - Layman's 

terms, folks can better understand

Schools lack funding for AIG staff/resources

LIFT could put more students in the program 

who don't have required skill set resulting in a 

watered down, slower paces class or even a 

student sense of inadequacy.

Credit by demonstrated mastery (CDM) in 

high school provided where appropriate, 

should be allowed to every student

Parents don't always know to advocate for 

different pathway
A means to track the success of LIFT students

Rescreening Opportunities

Solid understanding social & emotional 

needs of each individual student

K-2 push in isn't happening at all schools with 

equity
Standards for LIFT should be specific

No specificity to how programming 

accelerated allows for inconsistencies 

between delivery sites

AIG is not flexible group in many schools 

(you're in or you're out)

District wide parameters for inclusion are not 

specific
K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Do not believe all teachers for AIG currently 

hold license

Schools assigned AIG teacher by population of 

AIG is not working

HAG students are presently given accelerated 

inst. Rue. In elem. School. But is the ruled of 1 yr. 

& 2 yr. acceleration enough? You say there will 

be differences, but I really have not seen it in ES. - 

no preassessments in math (current practice)
Social - Emotional

Inconsistency between AIG services at 

different schools so not equal access (some 

1/2 day, some pull out, some maybe pull in 

within classroom)

School needs more AIG teacher hours in order 

to implement LIFT

In grades 3 - 5, will advanced instruction be 

provided to AG students in all core content area 

or is it just @ high SES schools who have lots of 

AG students? AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Duke Tip is available, but cost/travel is out 

of reach for a lot of families

AIG minimum 135 instructional minutes each 

week in certificate area

Who do school models for AG/HSG vary? We 

have these models now: 45 min. accel & 45 min. 

in class at grade level, 1.5 hr. accelma/ELA & 0 

grade level, all day AG vs. 3 hr. math/ELA & rest 

grade level Communication

Duke Tip, Governors School Infor shouldn't 

just be communicated online. This limits 

the number of parents receiving this 

information especially for economically 

disadvantaged households

Specific plan for training K-2 teachers in identify 

characteristics etc.

This plan will continue to replicate the different 

models. Why is accel. Instruct. Not  provided for 

entire block everywhere, if they all qualify? Look 

who is in the reduced service classes…

Variety of testing instruments; testing practices

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Under-represnted population opportunities

Extracurricular Acitivities



Social-emotional need met, but not listed 

how they are met

Reg. classroom teachers in schools with low 

populations of gifted students received special 

instructional training & support (effective?)

There must be a set standard/criteria to measure 

& track success of students for possible needed 

program modification
Acceleration Opportunties

M. School HAG services only available at 

one school - Transportation is an issue

Additional strategies to counselors more to IF's 

since they lead team PLT

Little opportunity for above-average, non gifted 

students to get appropriate rigor
Community Partnerships

School models differ based on number of 

eligible students

IF's and AIG Coordinators at schools need 

better info/training/communication

Plan does not address ways to implement & 

support new initiatives

Where and how is LIFT being piloted? What 

are the success measures? Is the teacher 

trained?

Clustering students - we need more PD for those 

teachers on differentiated instruction

Not all high schools offering AP courses

Consider untethering HAG ELA & math. Some 

students need sig. adv./accel. Math in K-8 but 

they must take similar ELA.

Making honors classes difficult to enter. 

Due to paperwork…
Gifted student proficiency and growth suffer

More details about LIFT. Who and how are 

they being served?

Plan does not adequately address the social and 

emotional needs of HAG/AG children.

Middle school accelerated program only 

available at one school site.

CDM is not available at MS & ES? Have you ever 

thought of pre-assisting students above grade 

level to determine where they need math inst.? 

You advance 1 or 2 yrs. (AG vs HAG) but some 

students are higher but no differentiation.

Clarity for cultural/ethnically diverse. How 

and why is it different? Make sure not to 

insult those communities.

Plan does not address a way to attract & keep 

qualified teachers (0.3 positions don't attract 

qualified candidates)

Information not being sent out so parents 

know what services are available.

HAG middle school students are all @ one 

school. You provide not after school child care 

there so that students w/o reliable transport or 

parents w/ 9-5 work lives cannot part. In after 

school clubs & activities. How is this fair to 

students of poverty or w/ working parents?

Funding & Budget

Collaboration



Counselor training for AIG/HAG only 

mentioned

Because the HSG MS is @ one school, parents 

must transport the child to a magnet school stop. 

We do not but to the magnet stop. Children w/o 

cars or w/ parents who work off shift cannot 

transport. How is that fair? There is no choices. 

This, HAG services are only for the well-puff or 

those livening in Hanes service area.

Social/emotional being implemented the 

same at each school

Access will always be a problem due to $ (e.g. 

more bussing or more programs in each 

school)Non-identified students are included in 

AIG classrooms due to class size issuers. They 

can't keep up. The teacher must slow the pace. 

Gifted kids are bored.

Parent not being engaged in the school so 

they never learn about opportunities for 

their child

Balancing program needs with district 

allocations.

I still don't understand what this document 

means because some of the language is so 

broad.

Max. of 2 AIG teachers per school???

LIFT program overemphasis on 

underrepresented students. Should focus 

on ALL students.

School counselors are in the daily rotation for 

Encore classes, how will they serve the needs of 

gifted learners?

LIFT program needs better clarification. 

Adding more work to teacher - potential to 

be skewed in schools.

Primary LIFT K-2 seems to be targeted toward 

under represented students

Schools do not promote enrichment 

activities. - late identification effects 

homogeneity to teaching. - spreads 

resources thin.

Language could be a little more direct. Also in a 

language other than English

Unclear how HAG is treated in middle 

school - says "homogeneous grouping" and 

"team approach"

Wide disparities in service models ranging from 

135 min./subject/week to homogenous classes 

for all core subjects

Unclear what LIFT applies t students not 

identified for AIG or students who are AIG 

and need more.

AIG in elementary differs (I'm aware it's half day 

at Whitaker + full day at Meadowlark)



How do we provide access to ALL schools at 

all levels?  Missed opportunity for non 

specialized schools.

Accelerated curriculum is haphazardly 

implemented between schools

Teachers need to be certified in gifted 

education - not just pushing homework - 

Accountability and research to ensure 

progress is made.

Moving child to new school in 3rd grade in order 

for HAG is difficult & not likely to happen in many 

cases

Language can be confusing to parents, etc. 

to understand.

Nurturing program ambiguous, what students, 

how configured in classes, what research based 

curriculum?  Need specifics and uniformity.

Students are not taught how to use their 

gifts, struggle to finish homework. Would 

be great to have curriculum to help kids 

learn how to time-manage and teachers to 

coordinate homework load.

Huge decline in centralized elementary HAG 

program since split in 2014

AIG students for high school being 

encouraged to enroll in honors/AP. That 

encouragement was given as a filled-in 

recommendation form for my 9th grader 

with no explanation of Honors vs. Seminar 

vs. need for AP. Explanation helps.

Min. of .3 AIG teacher assignment doesn't 

ensure instructional support on all 

campuses.

No stated expectation for teachers & staff 

"informed of delivery" of AIG programs. Do 

they support it, change behavior, etc.?

AIG teacher assignment min.3 and max of 2 

is not adequate in settings with HAG 

population in homogeneous grouping.

HAG funding is different than overall AIG 

per pupil funding



Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Variety of testing instruments; testing practices

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Under-represnted population opportunities

Extracurricular Acitivities



Dec. 7th Parent Opportunities
Jan. 23rd Teacher Opportunities Jan. 25th Parent Opportunities

HAG elementary has one central 

location - one on a fav. Side of the 

county - one lg. site more 

effective?

How will LIFT be implemented in grades 3 - 

5?

Partnering with outside groups/organizations on 

clubs, activities etc. that can serve social-

emotional needs of all gifted students.
Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

What works at some schools?

Distance learning

Teachers need to be the liaisons between outside 

opportunities and the students who will benefit 

from them

One extra - curricular programs 

like clubs more opportunities 

from 6th grade not only 8th grade 

participate on certain clubs.

Camp Invention

Marketing external opportunities to develop 

gifted students interest esp. to schools/parents 

less likely to know

Rescreening Opportunities

Clear exp. Of acceleration at each 

grade level.
Battle of the Books, extra curriculars

Outside teacher trainings for all different types of 

students included in LIFT

To introduce students in schools 

in an underserved location to 

learning opportunities they may 

not have.

Dual enrollment
All K-2 learners deserve nurturing environment to 

cultivate potential

K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

K-2 teachers better trained to 

understand gifted learners.
Duke Tip

Need all teachers who teach AG to be certified AG 

teachers Social - Emotional

Preschool education should be a 

priority if this were the case LIFT 

may not be needed.

Governor's School

From Practice A; "offered by teachers with AIG 

licensure" - Are teachers offered incentive for 

licensure? AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

More scholarships for summer 

camps, they are expensive and is 

there transportation? Nor 

equitable for low-income students 

(Hackers & Makers/Camp 

Invention)

Be more supportive and encouraging to teachers 

benchmarks and growth stats can be helpful for 

overviews but can be frustrating for teachers

Communication

More field trips during the school 

year

Better communication with parents.  Involve 

teachers heavily in these big decisions
Variety of testing instruments; testing practices

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Under-represnted population opportunities

Extracurricular Acitivities



How to foster relationship 

building across students/families 

and their classmates. They may 

not know social opportunities

Need clear expectations by grade of what 

minimum content should be covered for AIG & 

HAG. Students should progress to the next grade 

with the same basic knowledge.
Acceleration Opportunties

Offer live-in options so parents 

can make decisions on child's 

educational path.

For LIFT - focus on students with a predetermined 

aptitude who require additional help on 

achievement Community Partnerships

AIG office should practice more 

face-to-face & community 

outreach to increase participation 

in the Aig/HAG etc. programs 

from under-served populations. 

For example, partnering with local 

clubs, org., non-profits, churches, 

etc. where these underserved 

families already gather & trust.

Rebuild the centralized HAG elementary program 

by combining both sites. District had 75% 

participation pre-split. Now under 50%

Offer services AG more equitable 

between schools

Use our abundant data to drill down by school & 

grade to figure out what's working and what's not

Extra-curricular programs should 

be available at all schools, not 

select.

Need for curriculum specific to AIG students and 

LIFT

Rebuild centralized HAG site 

(minimum when new Brunson 

school built) to really allow for: 

consistency in programming, 

collaboration/benchmarking 

between teachers, ensure enough 

licensed teachers (need less with 

one site), conserve resources with 

on site deliver

The plan does not detail how to 

reach the goal of providing 

services at every school or what is 

needed.

Funding & Budget

Collaboration



Create dual programs at non HAG 

designated schools. Advanced 

curriculum, enrichment. Students 

can pick which AIG program they 

wish to engage in.

Make is clearer. Heading like 

"What this means for students", 

What this means for teachers", 

What this means for parents: 

perhaps for an exec. Summary.

Earlier identification (K-2)

Clear expectations by grade - 

standardized curriculum

More opportunities for 

engagement between AIG and 

non-AIG students.

LIFT support - this is for under-

served populations? Or is this to 

help all K-2 students that would 

benefit from acceleration or 

enrichment beyond traditional 

curriculum?



Dec. 7th Parent Threats

Jan. 23rd Teacher 

Threats
Jan. 25th Parent Threats

Not allowing bias to block 

opportunities for every child.
Cost for curriculum/programs

Lack of Teachers, specifically trained to 

teach high potential students Homogenous grouping/Service Delivery

Classroom size that significantly 

increases at 4th grade and 

beyond

Lack of funding to program and 

training. Lack of certified AG 

teachers especially for at risk 

schools

Lack of high quality professional learning 

opportunities for AIG

Lack of resources, $ for teachers, 

lack of interest from parents

Vast inequity between schools 

have/have nots

Law of unintended consequences w/ 

legislature, county commiss.
Rescreening Opportunities

How will students at schools with 

AIG numbers that are too large or 

small for single pull-out class sizes 

be accommodated?

Lack of funding

How will we ensure sufficient 

teachers with AIG licensure?

State mandates about classroom site and 

teacher-student rations causes instability 

& climate in schools. K-2 Support/ 3-8 LIFT

Gap is students start as AG and 

move to HAG or enter AG on a 

delayed basis.

Lack of funding for resources that provide 

rigorous, above-level, research-based 

curriculum that will build on achievement.
Social - Emotional

Time and Attention - many more 

"pressing" needs to get scores up 

than in AIG

State/DPI decisioning that may affect 

curriculum/programming for AIG students.
AIG Teacher/ AIG Coordinator Training

Non-identified kids in classes with 

AG students. No consistency 

across schools.

DPI tethers EOGs to grade level, so 

students take EOGs and check ins 

@age/grade level. So our students are not 

measured for what they are learning.
Communication

Classroom size - serving AIG 

students i.e., upper grades 

(elementary)

Lack of human resources with in schools

Variety of testing instruments; testing practices

Better support & communication 

for identified students/parents 

about benefits of program 

participation

Due to budget constraints & decisions @ 

the district level, could change the really 

beneficial parts of this plan

Acceleration Opportunties

Comprehensive Progam (K-12)

Under-represnted population opportunities

Extracurricular Acitivities



Subgroup not growing

If too many resources are placed on 

bottom up support, top can suffer Community Partnerships

Doesn't account well for students 

with dyslexia, etc.

If AIG students mainstreamed distractions 

may inhibit their opportunity to learn & 

decrease their metrics

Lack of teachers trained Teachers become frustrated and quit

How are social-emotional needs 

of AIG kids being met? Can 

counselors meet the need if high 

ratios student: school counselor?

Teachers are not motivated to get AIG 

certifications and we lack trained 

instruction

Hard to locate information on 

website, communication has 

been an issue

Individual school decisions can weaken 

HSG programming - more consistency and 

training required

Testing, pertinent information 

regarding gifted program not 

behind shared with parents.

Inconsistency in the growth of gifted 

students if the same opportunities for 

success in  are not provided in all schools

Teacher turnover rate - retention 

of teachers is an issue

Explore whether poor AIG growth is based 

on uneven use of accelerated curriculum

AIG PPT meeting less about 

students with social and 

emotional needs. If the team 

does not have an understanding 

of the individual students need 

thy may cause more harm than 

good for that student.

Many variables leading to different 

outcomes need to be addressed. 1- # of 

non-identified students in the class, 2- 

teacher experience & training, 3-amount 

of time spent in accelerated AIG 

coursework

Funding & Budget

Collaboration



Not informing parents in an 

effective and early enough time 

frame about the AIG, HAG, IG 

programs available so that they 

can prepare for the tests/other 

qualification criteria ahead of 

time. Having informed parents 

can help reduce the achievement 

gaps that are a threat to the 

efficacy of the education 

provided by WSFCS.

Equity in programming demands that we 

define who needs the LIFT program with 

objective criteria, not based on certain 

subgroups

Lack of communication across the 

district for all subgroups to have 

access. Not everyone has 

internet. Can not attend sessions 

due to work for the majority of 

attendees today were white, but 

demographics show need for 

other groups interest.


